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7,000 plant species for food but today 
around 20 species provide 90 per cent 
of the global human diet.
Of the 7,100 varieties of apple 
recorded in America a century ago, 
6,800 have now been lost. And there 
are worries, for example, that the 
maize staple in southern Africa may 
be under increasing challenge from 
climate change.
Svalbard provides “the last line in 
the defence against the extinction of 
our agricultural diversity,” says Cary 
Fowler, director of the GCDT.
According to Fowler, maintaining 
agricultural diversity is essential 
to protect our supply. The Vault’s 
purpose is “to help farmers and to 
help agriculture adapt to climate, 
pests and diseases, droughts, and 
whatever demands we are going to 
have to make of agriculture including 
feeding more people.”
The vault’s managers hope the 
location and long-term funding will 
ensure its value. Other seed banks 
around the world exist in more 
vulnerable locations. The seed bank 
at Abu Graib in Iraq, which contained 
rare varieties of wheat, lentil and 
chickpea, was destroyed in 2003, 
and two years earlier the Taliban in 
Afghanistan destroyed a seed bank 
containing walnuts, almonds, peaches 
and other local fruit.
And more than two-thirds of the 
seed collections of the Phillippines’ 
National Plant Genetic Resources 
Laboratory were lost during a typhoon 
in 2006.
The Svalbard site was chosen 
because the cold helps the vault be 
kept at sub-zero temperatures. The 
island is isolated and away from 
regions of conflict and the stable and 
well-respected government of Norway 
boosts international trust.
Norway has funded the construction 
of the vault with the aid of an 
internationally funded endowment. 
The GCDT will run it with the $120,000 
annual operating costs and many 
countries are contributing; Britain is 
one of the largest, with a commitment 
of £10 million to the overall budget up 
until 2011.
“I can’t think of a better location,” 
says Fowler. In the unlikely event of 
extended mechanical breakdown 
the permafrost surroundings would 
prevent the vault from reaching more 
than –3.5ºC, which would be low 
enough to maintain the viability of 
most seeds.The Victorians were great collectors 
of flora and fauna that not only 
now adorn grand stately homes, 
but form key components in most 
natural history museums and provide 
Archiving life: A new project is 
aiming to get details of all known 
species available online.  
Nigel Williams reports.
Total recall a unique resource for biological researchers of many interests.
But the collections are inevitably 
limited and many specimens are in a 
parlous state despite the best efforts 
of museum staff. 
So an ambitious new project to 
catalogue all the species known 
to science on a publicly available 
database should provide a novel and 
extremely valuable new resource.
And the first 30,000 pages of this 
project, the Encyclopaedia of Life Old style: The Victorians were great natural history collectors but a new project, the Encyclo-
paedia of Life, aims for a much wider reach of all species online. (Picture: Courtesy of Ceredi-
gion Museum, Aberystwyth.)
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What turned you on to biology in 
the first place? As a child I wanted to 
understand how everything worked, 
but I wasn’t primarily interested in 
biology. When I was about 10 years 
old I wanted to be a chemist. Then 
I got interested in radios and digital 
electronic circuits. This was before the 
era of integrated circuits and I had fun 
making logic devices out of transistors 
and capacitors and resistors, including 
a thing that flouted the logical aspect 
and behaved randomly. At the same 
time I got interested in physics and I 
went to Cambridge University with the 
idea of doing theoretical physics and 
cosmology. In my first year, I had to 
choose four courses and I decided to 
include physiology in addition to the 
standard courses in maths, physics 
and crystallography. My very first 
physiology tutorial was on the ionic 
basis of the action potential and I was 
fascinated by the resemblance to the 
digital electronic circuits I had played 
with. Not long after, I decided, in a 
moment of inspiration in my college 
library, that it might be more interesting 
and just as profound to look down the 
telescope from the wrong end and 
to study the thing that was looking 
up it. I was able to switch the main 
direction of my course work over to 
biological subjects (though I never 
studied biology) while still doing a 
modest amount of physics. An amazing 
amount of what I learnt at Cambridge 
has turned out to be useful, although 
I found doing exams very frustrating 
because I could not see much 
connection between the ability to write 
answers to questions on paper and 
what is required to do good research.
Q & A(EOL), has now become available 
online. The project, coordinated by a 
secretariat at the Smithsonian Institute 
in Washington DC, plans to create 
pages containing the estimated 1.8 
million known species of organism on 
the planet, when completed.
The plan is to include data 
on distribution, behaviours and 
endangered status, to further help 
researchers. The mass of data 
is being drawn from a variety of 
sources, including several existing 
specialist databases such as 
AmphibiaWeb and Fishbase.
The team hope the project will 
be completed by 2017, and will 
bring together a vast amount of 
information about wildlife gathered 
over the past 250 years. They hope 
that the initiative will provide a 
‘macroscope’ — a microscope in 
reverse — which will allow users 
to discern large- scale biological 
patterns and provide information 
such as what insects could be used 
to pollinate plants in areas where 
honeybees are threatened.
Other potential uses could be 
to trace the relationship between 
changes in wildlife populations and 
climate, assisting work to conserve 
species already known and providing 
a reference source to help identify 
new plants and animals that have not 
yet been described.
Online: A new database may soon con-
tain details of all known species. (Picture: 
Photos.com)Sandra Knapp, a plant taxonomist 
at the Natural History Museum in 
London, who contributed the pages 
on the tomato and the potato, said 
the encyclopaedia would be an 
exciting and valuable tool, which 
would illustrate the bigger picture 
and allow a conversation between 
scientists and the public.
Another stated aim is to raise 
awareness of biodiversity when 
so many species are threatened. 
On every page there is information 
provided by the World Conservation 
Union on the status of the species, 
showing if it is threatened, 
endangered or extinct, says James 
Edwards, executive director of the 
EOL. “We think it is important to 
serve information on organisms that 
are doing OK, but also those that 
have been recently extinct.”
The EOL’s creators also aim to 
get information online as soon as 
possible when new species are 
identified. The project will solicit  
the help of users to submit 
photographs and information for 
assessment by the authentication 
team.
The team hope the project 
will bring together a vast 
amount of information about 
wildlife gathered over the 
past 250 years
The idea of such a catalogue has 
been around for some time, but this 
present project can be traced back 
to an influential pleas by Harvard 
University biologist E.O. Wilson. In 
2006, Wilson wrote a letter to the 
McArthur Foundation in Chicago, 
outlining his idea, which helped him 
secure preliminary funding for the 
project.
“If someone were to sit down 
and start writing from scratch, an 
encyclopaedia of life, it would take 
them about 100 years to complete. 
But we think we’ll be able to do 
it in one-tenth of that time,” says 
Edwards.
While Victorian taxidermy 
collections remain a unique, if 
vulnerable, resource and insight into 
the flora and fauna at that time, the 
EOL promises a vastly enhanced 
archive of living forms.
